Gallagher Will Address WUS Fall Conference

President Buell G. Gallagher will address the Fall Conference of the World University Service, to be held at the Baruch School on Monday, October 11.

The theme of the conference will be "WUS in a World of Doubtful Peace," and the discussion will highlight the opportunities accorded every student to play a vital role in the understanding of this insecure world.

Student-Council President Harriet Guber will chair the meeting, which will be divided into two sessions, the first lasting from 5:30-7 and the second from 8-9:30. In the interim, a buffet dinner will be served, and a charge of $1.50 will be made for the dinner and a registration fee of 15c will be charged each conference.

The World University Service is an organisation of students and faculty members from colleges all over the world. WUS sponsors include Hillel, the National Student Association, the Newman Clubs, the Christian Movement and the Young Men's and Women's Christian Association.

October 4-14, Named Period For Filing of Elective Cards

Elective cards must be filed before October 4 and 14, announced Agnes C. Mulligan, Baruch School registrar.

The filing of an accurate elective card is necessary so that the College can be in a better position to plan an adequate schedule of recitations.

Past experience has shown that the administration of the College informed the registrar of the approximate time that others filed cards, asking for one group and then enrolled for another. This has resulted in a schedule that would not accommodate the students in their elective requirements.

The recitation schedule is at best a compromise between the desires of the instructors and the needs of the student body. Also confronting the registrar is a strict budget which curtails the offering of more sections.

The filing period will be held early (the 4th and 14th) to make it possible for a schedule of recitations to be ready by late January.

Any student not certain of the courses to take next semester should make an appointment to see an advisor in the Department of Guidance, 256. Department chairman should be consulted if there is any question of course changes in the student's specialization.
Mrs. FDR... 

The City College Service Organization will launch the second annual fund-raising show November 15. 

The proceeds will be the first step toward the development of the new student activity center. CCSO has already raised $107,000 for the center.

A Column

By Fred Harrison

The entire concept of the extra-curricular program is being questioned, not by those who will benefit from a proposed increase in fees, but by some who believe that the present program is handicapped by a lack of proper funds.

An effective answer to the adherents of direct action will be the attitude of the organizations that haven't as yet handed in their resignations to Student Council.

The No. 1 reason: Luckies prefer Luckies to.

Ticket Ticker

Tickets for "Operation Freedom to People" will be on sale November 13. The performance will be the biggest project of the new student activity center.

A study of the scope of the present extra-curricular program reveals that it is limited by lack of funds. The organizations that haven't as yet handed in their resignations are the ones that need the funds the most.

The performance will be the biggest project of the new student activity center.
Booters Smash Pratt In Met Loop Opener

By Mary Glassberg

"The forward line was so good, I still don't know what my defense is capable of doing."

That was the way an elated Harry Karlin, in his first test as soccer coach, summarized his team's rout of Pratt, 5-1, Saturday afternoon at Cunningham Park.

Paced by Co-captain Gus Naclerio, who garnered two goals and an assist, the Beaver booters easily outplayed a weak Engineer squad.

The forward line was so good, I still don't know what my defense is capable of doing."

The Beavers started the second quarter aggressively. Wolfgang Westi sent several blazing shots which were stopped by the goal posts, but at 16:04 Naclerio scored a shot off a post and assisted in his first test as soccer coach, leading the W. Engineers squall.
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The practice sessions will be conducted under the guidance of Maurguerite Wulfers, the coach of the distaff hooper.
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The Beavers ended the game on a high note as Naclerio put the ball past Sludikoff from a face-off at 19:00, and Westi repeated his four-goal "output, the
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Beaver Harriers Prep For Season's Opener With Upsala Saturday

By Steve Aisenberg

With the opening of the season only a few days away the Beaver Harriers have set a faster pace for its initial meet against Upsala.

Although Upsala had a fairly good team last season, it is a bit of an unknown quantity this year. Since the Beavers know very little about the aggregation, it is doubtful that they will find out anything about the aggregation, it is doubtful that they will find out anything about this meet, which will be held Saturday at 2:30 Van Cortlandt Park.

Hard-hit by graduations, particularly one-half of the team, the Beavers will consist of men who have little in the way of prior running experience.

Next Saturday when a savage Scranton Aggies, 25-30, and thus gained its 17th consecutive cross-country victory.

ONE YEAR AGO; "Sparked by George Mikos and Bob County, the team's basketball players are looking forward to this year's slate."
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